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an The above picture is the very first posting on the internet. It was posted and sent to me on Nov
4th 1992 via my first ever email address of ‘thatguy@abc.com’. This is its 27th birthday and I don’t
know what to say about it, other than it’s now a very controversial icon and one of the all time most
viewed and downloaded ‘things’ on the web. I don’t know if ‘thing’ is the best term to use here, or if
it should be ‘object’ or ‘media’ or if the most appropriate term is ‘circus’ or ‘joke’ or ‘trophy’ or even
‘disaster’. It’s something I’ll never stop thinking about and talking about. Indeed, the main reason I
have started this journal is because I want to keep the dream alive that I may have somehow made
this posting go viral, but the reality is that it was in actual fact handed down to me via email. It’s
pretty cool that the whole thing has actually gone on to be a viral icon, more than just a graphic. It’s
also pretty amazing to think that there are lots of other similar graphs, graphs and graphs from
‘only’ 27 years ago which have gone on to be viewed thousands of times, hundreds of thousands of
times, millions of times and even billions of times. I can’t say I’m all that surprised, but it’s kind of
cool to think that you’re probably consuming this posting as we speak. The fact that it’s so widely
viewed is good, but the fact that it’s still going to be consumed in 2012 is even better. And here’s to
another 28 years of being fed to you and kept alive on the internet. Take care of that circus.It is a
national scandal that so many women are kept prisoner by their pimp, and the War on Drugs
provides the framework in which they can be kept. This is the story of two women, abandoned by
their husbands and forced by their pimps to join the drug trade, how they eventually escaped and
the many dangers they faced, both for themselves and their families, in rebuilding their lives. Esther
Cepeda was born in the slums of Rio de Janeiro to a family that 6d1f23a050
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